A MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING SOFTWARE CAPABILITY. SEE PAGE 8
If you don't think your progress is keeping pace with your potential come to RCA.
We'll give you a chance to get involved in hardware design, and work on a variety of important projects.
Salary? We offer rewards and advancement commensurate with your skills.
Write to us if you've had experience in language processors, operating systems, utility systems or communications systems.

We also have openings in Sales, Field Systems Support, Product Planning and Engineering.
Contact Mr. J. C. Riener, Dept. SW-3, RCA Information Systems Division, Bldg. 202-1, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08101. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Help apply computer technology to advanced jetliner development.

The Boeing Company's deep involvement in applying scientific and commercial computer techniques to all phases of advanced jet transportation offers experienced computer specialists exceptional career opportunities with Commercial Airplane Division's Computing Staff in Seattle.

The Computing Staff plays a major role in the design, development, test, manufacture and marketing of all Boeing jetliners. Computer applications in various stages of development and use at Boeing include matrix methods of structural analysis, master dimensioning, mission profile programming, digital simulation, and long-range price and cost forecasting. In addition, techniques such as computer graphics, remote input-output, time-sharing, economical mass storage, and increased processing speeds are being applied to advanced communications and decisional networks.

A wide array of modern equipment is available to the Staff, including analog computers, a hybrid computer, advanced "real-world" pictorial displays for flight simulation, and IBM 7094, 360, and CDC 6600 computers.

The Staff supports all jetliner programs in Boeing's Commercial Airplane Division. These include current, advanced programs such as the 747 superjet, the short-range 737 twinjet, and the U.S. supersonic transport, as well as even more advanced designs now on the drawing boards.

Immediate openings exist at many levels of experience and responsibility in the following functional areas:

- **Manufacturing and Management Support Systems.** Includes planning and developing computer systems, conducting feasibility studies and implementing systems to support market analysis, production planning and scheduling, inventory control, spares provisioning and cost management.

- **Simulation, Design and Test Data Systems.** Includes supporting engineering technical staffs in such areas as airplane performance, stability and control, structural response, subsystems design and test data reduction.

- **Methods.** Requires specialists with experience in evaluating new equipment and software, plus the ability to develop software specifications for supervisory systems needed to control new data transmission equipment, mass storage devices and processor configurations, as well as evaluate and develop new programming languages.

Minimum qualifications: Three years' experience and a Bachelor's degree, or a Data Management Association certificate.

You'll enjoy living in the Seattle-Puget Sound region where you can take advantage of year-round Western outdoor activity in the heart of the evergreen Pacific Northwest. From sea level to ski level is less than an hour's drive. The 172 San Juan Islands are only two hours away. Enjoy sailing, fishing, hunting, golfing, clam-digging, beach-combing or mountain climbing at your pleasure.

Fill in and mail the coupon today. A Boeing representative will get in touch with you. Boeing is an equal opportunity employer.
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**Boeing Commercial Airplane Division**

Other Divisions: Missile & Information Systems • Space • Vertol • Wichita • Also, Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories

Please contact me with details about a career with Boeing's Computing Staff.

Name________________________
Address_______________________
Phone (incl. area code)________
City___________________________
State_________________Zip_______
I'm usually home between _______ and _______ (hrs.) on _____ (days)
Degree/Specialty_____________

Mail to: Mr. William Denman, The Boeing Company, Commercial Airplane Division, P.O. Box 707-BBV, Renton, Washington 98055.
Computer Sciences Corporation, world's leader in the information sciences, has an immediate opening for an Air Force national Accounts Manager.

The successful candidate for this position will have a proven background in market planning, implementation and Account Management of Air Force command and control in logistics systems. In addition, he will have an intimate knowledge and association with military organizations.

You will have responsibility for the company's total plans and programs activity with respect to Air Force programs. Major emphasis of assignment will include planning, sales and customer liaison.

While CSC is a software oriented organization, we will carefully consider candidates from other segments of the computer industry. CSC offers you the opportunity to fully cultivate your capabilities in this assignment as well as giving you responsibility for fiscal integrity and staff development. This position is located in the Washington area. Qualified candidates are invited to submit their qualifications to:

Donald D. Schenkkel
650 No. Sepulveda Blvd.
El Segundo, California 90245
or call collect (213) 678-0592

Computer Sciences Corporation
An equal opportunity employer
The Information Industry

Business, industry, government, research and defense have all developed such insatiable appetites for information—information collected, digested and delivered either in “real time” or so promptly as to be near-indistinguishable from real time—that information processing has become a major “industry.”

However, while its sheer scope may be said to give it the status of an industry, it must be recalled that it is not an industry in and for itself for the simple reason that it is not an end in itself. Even the design and manufacture of data-processing equipment, high-speed transmission equipment, etc., though it may seem a distinct industry, is so completely predicated upon the requirements of users that its separate identity is all but lost in actual practice. That is, the computer manufacturer does not—cannot—design and build a computer according to the best possible way to build a computer. Instead, he must design for the best way to fit the requirements of a customer or category of customers. The computer is not an end in itself; it is the means to an end.

Similarly, the data processing specialist can’t write a program according to best possible way to break down a given flow of information. He must write a program to extract and deliver, as quickly as possible, the particular information which the customer requires in his own operation—even if it means performing certain steps far out of logical order. Data processing is not an end in itself; it is the means to an end.

And the end is dictated by the customer, not the computer manufacturer or the programmer. If the customer wants to know what effect today’s operations are going to have on the annual report before he knows the results of today’s operations per se, that’s the way it has to be done.

More to the point in many of today’s applications of information processing is the requirement for instantaneous and automatic reaction to information which, in itself, is of only a dubious historical value. It may, for instance, be of interest and value to scan the records of a month or a year and look for common denominators among variations in monitored parameters of processing and defective or rejected batches of tinplate. But that can be next month or next year: the important part of the data processing operation may be to provide an alarm or control signal immediately when the monitored parameters wander outside established limits or relationships.

The Joint Computer Conferences—and the extension of that concept to an international scale—serve a real purpose in keeping the computer manufacturer and the EDP specialist in touch with the user and his needs and future requirements.

How different is this concept from some of the asinine proposals to regulate data processing and telecommunications under an archaic set of rules which no longer reflect the realities of the communications industry and were never meant to reflect the realities of the data processing industry.

The numerous regulations and restrictions relating to “voice” and “record” communications, for instance, probably made sense once as the means to insure a desired degree of competition without promoting cut-throat competition among government-created giants of communications. They certainly don’t make any sense in the communications business today and efforts to extend them to data transmission and processing are so ridiculous as to merit no serious consideration from anyone.

There is a case to be made against permitting a communications firm to use its “monopoly” position to compete unfairly in teleprocessing; but there is certainly no case for establishing tight control over teleprocessing as such. There is hardly a more competitive business in the world today!

If the government wishes to promote free competition in the teleprocessing business, let’s knock down some of the barriers which existing regulations place in the way of providing and purchasing precisely the kind of communications needed. This may be a straight-data channel, off-time on a predominately voice channel or the brief inevitable pauses between words and sentence on an otherwise straight voice channel.

The uninhibited growth of the teleprocessing business is so much to be desired by the communications industry, by business in general and, hence, the government, that there seems no possible justification for building new barriers.

The cheaper, better, more flexible, more available and more efficient data communications can be made, the more customers it will have. Data transmission, like data processing, is not an end in itself. Anyone in the business who forgets that fact, does so not only at his own peril but to the detriment of the whole “industry.”

H. S. Rathna

JULY, 1968
It is possible to construct a cross-reference lister which satisfies these needs and is source language independent, by means of extremely elementary syntax-direction techniques. What follows is a description of the design and implementation of XREF, a syntax-directed cross-reference lister.

**TABLE CONSTRUCTION**

XREF is driven by tables of syntax-defining information constructed by reading in control information which defines certain basic aspects of the text language syntax. Syntax elements specified by the user are:

1. Those characters and/or card columns which serve as separators in the language.
2. Those areas of source text which may be ignored.
3. Those words or names to be exclusively included in, or excluded from, the list.

In addition, the user may specify:

1. Those topics discussed in the text, and where are all other references to the topic?
2. The regions of the text to be ignored.
3. The character strings which serve as card terminators, the character strings which cause an entire card to be ignored, and the machine character set with one flag per character saying whether that character is a separator or not.

The source text is checked against all tables except

(Continued on page 23)
PROGRAMMER'S PROGRESS
AT XEROX:

From system
to system,
with your career
in view.

At Xerox, programmers are involved in virtually every phase of business operations. As the need arises, depending upon your background and career goals, you'll be concerned with programs that may range from marketing research to business modeling to manufacturing to accounting to engineering.

Providing people with this kind of varied exposure helps develop a strong, innovative staff for us, and helps you to develop broad experience...which is the best preparation for better things to follow. As a point in fact, that's one reason why most of our programmers are called programmer/analysts.

Since our most important product is better customer service, we are looking for talent that can utilize EDP and systems thinking in their broadest sense to provide practical, business-like solutions to multi-faceted problems. It's the kind of talent that is going to help direct our operations in the future.

If you have a Bachelor's degree and/or experience with an IBM 360 or 7000 system, or a Univac 1108, using COBOL or AUTOCODER, there could be a future management opportunity waiting for you at Xerox. To find out more about the opportunities on all levels, send your resume, including salary, history and requirements, to M. H. Hartigan, Dept. MZ-69-G1, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

XEROX
INTRODUCTION

Most technical organizations maintain a few select scientific computer programs upon which they rely heavily for a large part of their basic engineering analysis. These programs might be, for example, related to structural analysis, fluid dynamics, electronic circuit analysis, or thermal analysis, depending upon the basic product lines of the organization. Typically, the initial development of any basic analysis program is performed in support of a particular contract or, possibly, several contracts held by a particular engineering area. At a time when contract awards relating to the program are at a low ebb, efforts directed toward improving the program usually diminish or even stop since funding for direct programming support is not available. Unfortunately, this situation can feed upon itself in that failure to increase the capability of the program can result in not being able to adequately perform analysis required in future proposals. Even though the anticipation of future program needs may exist, the actual funding for improving software capability may simply not be available at the time when it is needed.

An additional problem often arises internally with respect to a basic analysis program that is common to and provides the analytical base for several different engineering areas. This has to do with the fact that if one area is using the program very little, a heavily committed area must, by itself, bear the brunt of current debugging or updating costs. The maintenance of multiple versions of a basic program to support, perhaps, special projects or different user areas is also commonly encountered—with the accompanying divergence of program characteristics (input formats, mathematical techniques, etc.). Of most significance, however, is the duplication of effort in programmer training and parallel programming efforts.

This paper describes a software management system which was developed by the authors to assure a continual increase in program capability, cost sharing among all users,
and elimination of parallel program­
ing efforts with the accompanying 
reduction in overall computing costs.

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The computer program to which 
attention was directed was TRW 
Systems' generalized three-dimen­
sional heat transfer program which, 
by virtue of the lumped-parameter 
electrical network analogy employed 
(Figures 1, 2), is capable of per­
forming thermal analysis related to 
an extremely diverse range of engi­
eering disciplines. Because of this 
inherent generality, more than sev­
enty engineers from eleven distinct 
engineering departments were con­
tinually using the program to per­
form their thermal analysis. Appli­
cations ranged from spacecraft heat 
transfer to rocket engine heating and 
electronic circuit thermal analysis. 
The heavy production usage of the 
program (an average of four to five 
hours of central processor time per 
week) reflected the extent to which 
the program was relied upon for 
analysis and provided a firm base 
upon which a software management 
system could be established.

Efforts aimed at increasing the ca­
pability of the program were, at 
best, sporadic and had little or no 
coordination among the users of the 
program. The few improvements 
that were made to the program were 
usually initiated by individuals—
possibly without the knowledge or 
advice of other areas—and these al­
terations frequently had an adverse 
effect upon other users of the pro­
gram. Most frequently these took the 
form of altered input requirements 
and increased program execution 
time for all users due to program
options that benefited only a select few. Of the most significance, however, was the fact that there was little evidence of any long-range planning for improved software capability. In addition, special projects had resulted in the creation of a number of different versions of the program. Since a closed-shop type of programming situation existed, it was noted that various versions were being maintained independently of one another by separate programming groups. Associated with the various programmers were production coordinators who handled the actual submission of runs. Separate groups also provided occasional systems support and mathematical analysis support.

Within this environment, a software management system, designed to ensure continual improvement of the thermal analysis program, was initiated through the implementation of the following procedures:

1) Funding for programmer support was established on the basis of the weekly production usage of the program. This amounted to requiring every user of the program to provide a specified number of programmer support hours for each hour of computer time used in making production runs on the program.

2) A single group of programmers was assigned the responsibility for maintenance of all versions of the program.

3) A users committee was formed (Figure 3) which consisted of representatives from the programming group and each of the engineering areas which made significant use of the program. This committee was established to serve as a central source of information for all program users and assumed responsibility for defining the program capabilities which were needed to maintain a competitive posture. Once the requirements were established, priorities were to be assigned to the identified tasks.

The establishment of programmer support on the basis of the production usage of the program is a central feature of the system as far as ensuring continual improvement of the program is concerned. It means, first of all, that this improvement is an integral part of the program and could be looked upon by the user as being simply a slightly greater machine rate for the use of the program. Secondly, all users contribute to the system—in proportion to the amount of use they make of the program.

The collection and assignment to a...
"I think therefore I am"  René Descartes

Presently we need people who want to put their creative talents and energies to work in such an environment. Specific disciplines include:

PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS
Operating Systems Development
Compiler Development
Mass Storage Techniques
Software Communications Design

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell

Opportunities exist in other Honeywell Divisions. Send resumes to F. E. Lein, Honeywell, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408, An Equal Opportunity Employer.
single programming group of all versions of the program produced many additional benefits. Even though several versions were required to be maintained due to special applications, compatibility could, at least, be maintained between the versions. Since all improvement efforts were coordinated by the users committee, duplication of programming effort was eliminated, thereby reducing the overall computing cost. All users received the benefit of innovations developed by a single source (improved mathematical techniques, reduced program running times, etc.). Since several programmers are at all times concerned with the maintenance and development of the program and are aware of the current status of all projects, training can be approached in an effective and systematic manner—eliminating the situation in which the termination of an experienced programmer hinders the progress of the project due to loss of program knowledge. Centralization allows experienced programmers to train their successors, this process being carried on continuously and therefore resulting in several levels of programmer experience at any one point in time.

Perhaps the key factor in the successful operation of this system, as in any management system, is that of communication. Users must be continually advised as to how their improvement dollars are being spent. Individual engineers must be afforded the opportunity to bring their requirements before the users committee and must have some assurance of a timely completion of their requested program modifications. This communication is maintained not only through regular meetings of the users committee but also by report generation designed to provide the engineers, the programmers, and the users committee with timely and adequate system information.

Each of the major user areas submits to the programming staff a quarterly support forecast indicating the expected amount of computer time that their areas will use during the coming quarter (based upon actual contracts held). This allows the programming group to meaningfully establish manpower levels for that period of time. This information is also required by the users committee in order to be able to assign priorities on the basis of available manpower compared to the current backlog of modification requests. Having an estimate of computer usage and, consequently, the amount of manpower available for the next quarter, the programming group prepares a quarterly milestone report and submits it for approval to the users committee. This report indicates the planned program activities for the quarter, the level of effort that will be devoted to each activity, and estimates of their completion dates. Program activities are divided, as required, between rapid response to immediate (smaller) programs and long-range improvement projects. Once the schedule is finalized by the committee, it is distributed to all users of the program in order to keep them informed on the current status of the system. Progress relative to the milestone items is reported to all users on a monthly basis in the form of system activity bulletins. These provide a monthly status report for each subtask being performed and provide a
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**It's free. The new 1968 Edition.**

**Our National Computer Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis.**

This is it. The all-new 1968 edition of Source Edp's FREE 20-page Computer Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis. It's a summary of computer salaries by 24 separate levels of professional and managerial experience ranging up to $75,000. Plus a comprehensive analysis of current trends in computer employment. All of this information has been compiled, analyzed and put together by some of the most knowledgeable people in the business. The people at Source Edp. Source Edp is the only placement firm staffed by computer professionals for computer professionals. It's their business to know the data processing field.

To get your free copy of the 1968 Edition of Source Edp's Computer Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis just circle the reader inquiry card. To speed delivery write directly to:

**source edp**

Where computer professionals place computer professionals

**Chicago**—David B. Grimes, 100 S. Wacker Drive (312) 782-0857
**Detroit**—Charles S. Walther, 2900 West Grand Blvd. (313) 873-5210
**Los Angeles**—Robert C. Davis, 3470 Wilshire Blvd. (213) 386-5500
**Minneapolis**—Fred L. Anderson, 507 Marquette (612) 332-8735
**New York**—Edward R. Golden, 1414 Ave. of the Americas (212) 752-8260
**San Francisco**—Richard O. Clark, 111 Pine Street (415) 434-2410

Client companies assume our charges.

For more information, circle No. 5 on the Reader Service Card
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**If you've got what it takes to BE A LEADER IN SOFTWARE prove it at Informatics.**

Informatics is one of the fastest-growing software companies in the world. Since we were founded in 1962, the company has expanded to more than 350 employees and now has offices in seven U.S. cities and a field office in Europe. By plan, our markets represent the greatest growth areas in the computer industry, and that is why we need more people who feel and work like leaders.

About 80% of our work is concentrated in on-line and real-time systems, with increasing emphasis on advanced information systems, command and control, system engineering, and commercial software products.

We are seeking professionals with experience and goals in our major fields of interest...individuals who are innovative enough to make outstanding contributions in an industry and company that demands top creative ability. Opportunities exist at our Eastern Operations Office and various other East and West Coast locations.

There is much more to tell about prospects at Informatics. For additional career information, send your resume or phone Mr. Peter Kaminsky, (301) 654-9190.
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**informatics inc.**

Eastern Operations Office
4720 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

An equal opportunity employer.
Programmer Analysts:

Here at IBM in Houston, we do things in programming that have never been done before.

We are working on automatic-process controls for computers. New self-monitoring and self-optimizing techniques. Simulation modeling on projects that range from moon flights to stock exchanges.

A challenge for you. Over 90% of our work is with the IBM System/360. And in real time. While we do a lot of work for NASA on the manned space program, we are also actively involved with commercial work. We work with Fortran IV and H and the latest simulation languages. We are also involved in software systems assembly language.

If you have experience on large systems and a college degree, this opportunity could be for you.

You would get a broad view of computer operating systems, problems and applications.

Why come to Houston? Houston is one of the most active space-science areas in the nation. And Houston is growing larger and more exciting every day with major league sports and a wide spectrum of the arts.

Your future at IBM. At IBM, you'll find completely company-paid benefits that include life insurance and medical and hospital coverage. IBM also offers you job stability, growth opportunities, and a Tuition Refund Program.

Call or write IBM now. To learn the details, send a resume or brief letter describing your background and experience to W. J. Baier, IBM Corporation, Dept. BG1021, 1322 Space Park Drive, Houston, Texas 77058. Or call (713) 591-3300, ext. 3463. We're an equal opportunity employer.
means for notification of unexpected delays or of the completion of any subtask during the preceding month. Thus, everyone involved in the system is continually made aware of its status.

The production coordinators submit weekly reports of program usage to the programming staff. These reports give, along with other information, the machine time, the name of the user, and the accounting number for every run made on the program. The practical value of this report is that it is the basis upon which the level of programmer support is established, and it provides the accounting numbers against which the programmers charge their time each week. It also allows a comparison of actual machine usage with the quarterly forecasts prepared by the engineering areas. Data is thereby made available for validating, to some extent, future forecasts.

In addition to the usage report, the production coordinators prepare a quarterly error summary for the program. This report indicates the number of errors made by users in the preparation of their input data, program errors, keypunch errors, computing system errors, and errors made by the production coordinators themselves during the submission of runs. This data provides the programming staff with a means of monitoring the use of the program, allowing them to identify problem areas and make modifications that will facilitate and economize program usage.

Communication external to the system is also regularly maintained. This amounts to advertising the general problem-solving capabilities of the program throughout the corporate organization. Newsletters, technical memoranda, and seminars are typical means of making potential users aware of the program and its availability.

SUMMARY

Providing programmer support on the basis of the production usage of a basic analysis program will assure a continual level of effort for improving software capability. Effective cost reduction is achieved by consolidating into one group all programming efforts related to the program. Based upon an evaluation after the first year of operation, the system was considered by the users committee to be of sufficient technical merit that it would be continued indefinitely and, in fact, was expanded in scope. The system was extended to encompass programs other than (but technically related to) the basic analysis program, and provision was made to use some of the programmer support for the creation of entirely new programs within the same realm of technical interest. This has included the development of remote terminal versions of the program to improve turn-around time for small problems and the development of a graphics console version to allow all users, but designers in particular, to be able to have direct interaction with the program. Finally, the merit of the system is further evidenced by the fact that other technical disciplines are implementing the system with respect to their own analysis programs.
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Are you multiplexed or just perplexed

about the direction of your career? Take heart.

Our personnel specialists know WHERE the action is. They are the marketplace where your talents and the world of leading corporations meet. The MANAGEMENT SCIENTIST consultant utilizes imaginative research, through analysis and depth evaluation techniques to put your objectives in realistic perspective. Most important, he works ACTIVELY on your behalf and no time is wasted in directing you to the most rewarding career opportunities. At present we are recruiting for talented professionals in:

☐ TIME SHARING/REAL-TIME

☐ SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

☐ OPERATIONS RESEARCH

☐ SYSTEMS DESIGN

☐ BUSINESS/SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
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SOFTWARE AGE
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES magazine is sponsoring a free employment center during the upcoming WESCON Show in Los Angeles, August 19th-22nd, 1968. The E/O RESUME CENTER will be located at the International Hotel, Sepulveda at Century Blvd. The center opens Monday, August 19th at noon and will continue to be the hub of employment activity until noon, Thursday, August 22nd.

Your job is simple. You follow the same procedure at the center that you do in S/A—but on a highly accelerated basis. Fill out the special resume form that will be available at the center. At the center our Remington R-2 operator will immediately provide you with as many free photo copies of your resume as you require. You personally deposit them in the lock boxes of those companies which interest you. The resume form includes blanks where you can enter your hotel, telephone number and room number. If you wish, you may bring your own resumes to the center.

Only the participating company representative has access to the lockbox. At his convenience, he can take the resumes to the privacy of his room, examine them and, if interested, contact you at your hotel to arrange an interview.

The entire operation of the E/O RESUME CENTER is designed to provide speed, convenience, simplicity and maximum confidence with no middlemen involved. You determine exactly the companies you want—no others will see your resume or know of your interests. You can relax, enjoy the convention while you know your resumes are working for you!

The E/O RESUME CENTER is FREE. There is no charge to you or the company for this valuable service. The resume center is sponsored solely by the advertisers in ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES magazine.
Software Technical Writers  
Join the Programming Team

Marilyn J. Bohl  
Senior Technical Writer  
Programming Systems Division  
Honeywell Inc., Watham, Massachusetts

"When a light parenthesis is encountered at any valid point other than after a variable where it expresses a subscript, exit 15 is selected."

A light parenthesis! Is this character a comparatively recent innovation of the English language? Did the writer of the sentence originally use the word "left"? Or did he use the word "right"?

[Something] expresses a subscript. Is "it" a parenthesis? Is "it" a variable?

Exit 15 is selected. By whom—or by what? In the logic of a computer program, must the user identify the special character and execute a branch instruction accordingly, or is a branch to exit 15 performed automatically?

"Data processing," "computers," and "communications" are discussed extensively within our society. Computers are being applied in seemingly dissimilar areas such as space technology, factory payrolls, automated banking services, and dating bureaus. This diverse range of applications has turned the attention of many people toward the computer industry. The degree of familiarization with or understanding of either basic concepts or specific details of the industry by these people varies widely.
Persons more directly associated with the ideas of data processing are working within the computer industry. These persons include administrators, systems analysts, programmers, computer operators, field service engineers, etc. As was noted of society, in general, they also possess varying degrees of familiarization with or understanding of current trends in the industry, advantages of particular hardware, potential uses of computers, etc. Additionally, however, in relation to their particular jobs, they deal with specific facts or details. These persons recognize or learn by experience that some information—not instead of, but in addition to, basic concepts—must be presented and interpreted in precise terms. Two groups within the industry who frequently cooperate to provide such information are programmers and software technical writers.

**FORMATION OF A TEAM**

A programmer constructs a program or a system of programs to meet specific objectives. Others can use his program effectively only if they are told some of its characteristics, i.e., of options which have been included, variables (parameters) which must be specified, applications which the program has been designed to perform, etc.

To organize and present this information is the function of a software technical writer.

Programmers and software technical writers cooperate as team members to provide basic information that enables users to maximize benefits of available software. Each has specific knowledge and skills to share.

The programmer understands the basic design of the program which he flow charts, codes, and checks out. The internal logic of the program, the format of input/output files, and similar programming details must be recorded as internal maintenance documentation. Flow charts, supplementary narratives, and specifications are commonly required. A technical writer may assist in this documentation, but, generally, the programmer must accept responsibility for its completion.

External documentation, i.e., information that others must obtain in order to understand the functions of
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**PROGRAMMERS/SYSTEMS ANALYSTS**

**consider the advantages of a career in connecticut**

Come to Connecticut and enjoy sailing on the ocean, hunting and fishing in the rolling countryside, skiing in Vermont, a day trip to New York City or historic Boston... golf, tennis, camping or what-have-you. It's all within easy reach when you join up with P&WA's Information Systems Department.

For this is the place to combine the daily challenge of an action-oriented career in Business Information Systems with the four-season stimulation of leisure-time living in Connecticut.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is the world's leading producer of dependable jet engines. Now, more than ever, continuing expansion, diversification and promotion from within afford every opportunity for healthy growth and achievement for EDP professionals with up to ten years experience. Attractive openings exist at all levels of responsibility; preference will be given to applicants with recent experience using assembly language and/or COBOL.

A multiplicity of projects vary from simple card systems to complex on-line systems involving such projects as a Full Production Information System, Automated Financial Analysis and Reporting, and an Integrated Material Control System, including procurement, forecasting and scheduling. Tools include 360 models 20, 30, 40, and 50; tapes and random devices; data collection equipment; on-line facilities; DOS and OS.

*If this sounds like your kind of action, why not send your resume to Mr. H.M. Heldmann, Professional Placement, Office A-43, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. An equal opportunity employer.*
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**DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION**
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The programmer assists his team­mate by introducing him to other persons from whom supplementary or background information must be obtained. For example, other programmers may be creating system input/output routines or error identification procedures that are used by the particular program to be documented as well as by other programs. The programmer may also be cognizant of related documentation in available bulletins or manuals that applies directly to the current task. If the software to be described is an existing extension or modification of an existing program, the programmer assists in isolation of specific portions of released documentation that must be modified.

What, then, are the responsibilities and capabilities of the software technical writer? His background is often unique. Some writers are very familiar with the field of data processing; others are experienced writers, but in seemingly unrelated areas.

Management personnel commonly state that prospective employees must possess a college degree or its equivalent. Applicants who have acquired general training in digital systems (or who demonstrate programming aptitude) and exhibit proficiency in English are preferred. New entrants into the field are commonly classified as associate technical writers. Promotions to technical writer and to senior technical writer are awarded on the basis of performance and experience.

The technical writer cannot be expected to possess extensive prior or related knowledge of a subject, but he can be expected to comprehend information that is presented to him and to assimilate ideas without repetition. While a writer is not necessarily expected to be or to become an expert in his subject, he writes clearly and functionally only when he understands the technology well. He must apply his training, skills, and experience to the current project. Indeed, an experienced technical writer within a company is frequently knowledgeable of programming and systems developments in related areas. He assists significantly in establishing uniformity or identifying commonality among program elements.

A NEW APPROACH

One management approach which the author recommends is to assign not only a programmer but also a software technical writer during the design phase of a project. When this approach is effected, both the programmer and the writer obtain general information at design reviews. Information which the technical writer is not required to know is disregarded or merely accepted by him; he need not attempt to understand the intricate details of programming or of system analysis. He does, however, become familiar with some ideas that must otherwise be provided by the programmer at a later date and recognizes areas in which he must seek supplementary or background information.

The writer also becomes familiar with system terminology. The manual which he is to prepare is commonly part of a complete set of documentation. Nomenclature for system files, related programs, common error routines, etc., must be standardized throughout the set.

Additionally, when this approach is used, both the programmer and the writer function as part of a task group. Documentation is viewed in perspective as part of the total project of providing software for the user. The technical writer does not represent an additional burden that is introduced to the programmer during critical testing cycles!

Assigning both the programmer and the software technical writer at
HAWAII
A rare opportunity to relocate to our most beautiful state. Prefer individuals with experience in one of the following: 360; COBOL; JOVIAL; COMMAND/CONTROL. This large international firm will pay excellent salaries, relocation costs plus benefits, and a 17% cost of living differential.

EUROPE
A large international firm is seeking senior technical individuals ($18-$30,000) in the following categories: 1. London-on-line banking systems; 2. Paris—real time communications or reservations; 3. Switzerland—real time banking systems; 4. Algeria—petroleum systems; 5. Madrid—banking systems. A marketing personality and communications in the native tongue would be helpful but not necessary.

SAIGON
A rare chance for high earnings and tax-free benefits is offered by this international organization. High salaries, excellent per diem, plus 75% cost of living and additional overtime; this is a two year assignment, and is tax-free. Experience on IBM 360/40/50/65, or COBOL or COMMAND SYSTEMS will qualify. Your choice of stateside assignment after your tour is complete. Many programmers can have $60-80,000 saved by the time they return.

MANAGEMENT
Over 30 of the nation's leading computer manufacturers, users and consultants are currently seeking managers in a diversity of applications. Salaries range from $18,000 to $75,000, from project leaders to vice presidents; many also offer liberal stock options and executive benefit plans.

TIME SHARING
A large chain of data centers is currently being established in 30 major cities. Prefer programmers with non-scientific applications who desire to be trained in time-sharing applications. All management is staffed internally; rapid professional and financial advancement is virtually assured.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
A large computer-oriented company with an international network of data centers is seeking computer personnel: junior programmers, senior programmers, systems analysts, designers, and managers to staff their rapidly growing systems. Opportunities exist in 17 states and 8 foreign countries. Salaries range from $8,400 to $24,000. This is a chance to participate in total systems design and implementation from the ground up. Outstanding benefits.

BUSINESS
Several programmers and analysts who have experience in manufacturing industries are needed to staff a new and rapidly growing multi-computer complex. Areas such as accounting, inventory/production control, and general manufacturing applications would be helpful. This progressive firm pays excellent salaries and gives their professionals 4½ weeks vacation and liberal bonuses, plus a fully company-paid benefit package.

SCIENTIFIC
Should have a degree in Math, Physics or Engineering, and a knowledge of FORTRAN. Apply your academic background to all facets of the latest state-of-the-art advances. This is a large, non-profit organization paying outstanding salaries, 4 weeks vacation, and extended academic leave in a stimulating university-affiliated environment.

Never a cost or obligation to you at any time, as we are a professional recruiting firm sponsored by the computer industry. All replies held in strictest confidence.

Hot off the press! Our brand new Summer 1968 Professional Advancement Brochure—40 pages packed with detailed job descriptions representing over 4,000 computer opportunities in all 50 states and 35 foreign countries and the latest wage and salary surveys for eight different categories of computer specialists.

EAST COAST
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202)-296-0340

WEST COAST
1212 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
(213)-481-7411
The closer the moon gets, the more exciting the work becomes. Important as they are, the successful Apollo-Saturn launches and the space journey of the lunar module are only preludes to the main task facing the NASA/industry team—putting men on the moon. This is what you’ll be programming. The moon shot and computation of all the factors that will assist NASA in the operation and maintenance of the communications and instrumentation which are the nervous system of the Kennedy Space Center. As a prime contractor this is the responsibility of ITT-Federal Electric Corporation’s 1500-man team.

We’ll give you the tools. For scientific, engineering and administrative support you can call upon two GE 635 multi-programmed digital computer systems with 16 magnetic tape units, 128K word storage, a 788K word drum and real-time input/output controllers on each system. We also use an IBM 7010 computer system for financial management and an IBM 1050 connected to a separate IBM 1440-7010 computer system for a real-time 30K item inventory system.

The work offers unparalleled opportunities for programmers. So does the living. There’s something new to do every day…and the climate to do it in. You’ll be living in the heart of Florida’s fabled East Coast, at a cost well below the national average. There’s boating, surfing, superb fishing, hunting, and golf. If you’re more sedentary, you can cultivate the soothing art of shell collecting. Federal Electric Corporation, in Florida, is a great place to indulge your family while you’re giving your career a big thrust forward.

Please forward your resume, including salary history, in complete confidence to Mr. L. A. Hamilton, Federal Electric Corporation, Suite 501, Cape Royal Building, Cocoa Beach, Fla. 32931.

TIME FOR REVIEW

As writing proceeds, review procedures must also be established. Documentation is reviewed by the programmer after a complete draft has been prepared, or as sections of the draft are written, depending upon the scope, organization, and length of the manuscript. Additional immediate or pending considerations which demand the programmer’s or writer’s attention also affect the selection of review procedures. An important principle governs activities: The manuscript—not the technical writer—is subject to review.

The attention of the programmer is centered primarily upon the technical completeness and accuracy of the manuscript. Preparation of a preliminary outline by the technical writer, or by the writer and the programmer, and referral to this outline throughout the task significantly reduces the probability of omission or repetition of vital information. In most cases, test or support personnel
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First Place

Dr. and Mrs. J. A. N. Lee
RFD #1
Amhurst, Mass. 01002

Second Place

Mr. E. Kenneth Jeans
4108 Louis St.
St. Louis, Mo. 63116

(Continued on page 28)
MAIN PROGRAM

COMMON /X/X(10)

A=B+X(J)

END

SUBROUTINE XTRAN

COMMON /X/X(10)

A=B+X(J)

END

QUESTIONS:
1. WILL IT COMPILe?
2. WILL THE LOADER GIVE ANY DIAGNOSTICS?
3. WILL IT EXECUTE IF STATEMENT A=B+X(J) IS BYPASSED?
4. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE TRY TO EXECUTE A=B+X(J)?

THE PROGRAMMER INTENDED TO USE THE SAME COMMON CARD IN THE MAIN PROGRAM BUT FORGOT TO INSERT IT.

PROBLEM #5

TROUBLE-TRAN

for fun and profit

Send your ANSWER to the problems posed here in each issue to:

TROUBLE-TRAN EDITOR

software age

1020 Church St., Evanston, Illinois 60201

You can also profit by submitting PROBLEMS for this feature. If your problem in FORTRAN programming is selected for use in this feature, you will receive $25.00

Contest Rules:
1. ASA standard FORTRAN IV is assumed.
2. Version 12 of the IBM 7094 FORTRAN IV Compiler is used in verifying answers.

The correct answer bearing the earliest postmark will net the reader submitting it $25.00

The second correct answer with earliest postmark wins $15.00

PROBLEM #4

SUBROUTINE XTRAN USES MORE STORAGE THAN SUBROUTINE YTRAN, BECAUSE OF THE EXTRA STA INSTRUCTIONS NEEDED IN THE STATEMENT

Y=X**3*X**2*X+1.

AS YOU SEE X APPEARS IN THE STATEMENT 6 TIMES (NOT 3). X**3 COMPILeS JUST AS X*X*X, SIMILARLY X**2 COMPILeS JUST AS X*X.
market place

where you can reach 91,000
programmers, mathematicians,
alysts and EDP managers.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Non-Display Classified: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, 75¢ per word (including name and address). Minimum order $7.50. For Blind Ad Service, an additional $10.00. For “Positions Wanted” Ads, 55¢ per word (including name and address). No minimum. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discounts: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.

Display Classified: One inch by one column, $70.00. Column width 2 1/4". Photographs accepted for an additional $20.00. Advertiser to supply all photo, art, cuts, or camera ready copy.

General Information: One inch display Help Wanted and Employment Services ads will be accepted in the classified section. Employment ads 1/8 page or more will appear run of book, will be keyed to the resume form in back of publication, and will qualify to free daily resume service.

Closing Date: 1st of preceding month (for example, May issue closes April 1st).

Send order and remittance to: Classified Dept., Software Age, 1020 Church Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201.

SOFTWARE OFFERED

CIRCULATION & MAILING LISTS: complete tested (working) software for card or mag-tape conversion, maintenance and label printing on 360/20. Card version require 20/20, 8K with 2560 and 2203 with 120-c line. Tape version require 20/20, 12K with 2203 or 1403, 2560 and two tape drives. Produces 4-up E-W Cheshire labels @ 15,000/hr with 2203; up to four lines of address, with or w/o additional matchcode line, using unusual 1-cd. format providing 4 cols. (up to 8 items by using zone and digit pchs separately) of classification, demographic and/or expire data. Programs identify “suspect” duplications (i.e. near but not total duplication) for operator decision. Automatic zip markings to speed mailing operations. State selection, every Nth name and other selective label print programs also available. Write or phone H. L. Rothra, PRESS-TECH, Inc., 1020 Church St., Evanston, Ill. 60201. (312) 869-1244.

MOONLIGHT SERVICE

NON-MILITARY SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING applications programs written, tested, debugged, and documented using your machine or a commercial time-sharing service. Dale Hurliman, Longhill Road, Neshanic Station, New Jersey 08853.
the name list at appropriate times as the source characters are read in.

The name list is like that of a compiler and contains all names referenced and a threaded list of their references. It is accessed by a hash code technique, and contains, for each name, pointers to a table containing the first reference line for that name, and to a table containing the character string which is the name itself. (The arbitrary but common language restriction of limiting names to 6 or 8 characters cannot be tolerated here, since the processor is source language independent, and provision is made for variable length names up to 36 characters in length.) In the reference line table, reference lines are entered sequentially and are thread-connected to the previous reference for the name in question.

**USER LANGUAGE**

The language in which the user specifies the syntax of his text language attempts to be readable and format-free. As discussed previously, three categories of syntax definition must be supplied by the user-separator criteria, ignorable area specification, and inclusion/exclusion information. In the control language, the termination of each category is specified by a period; the termination of all input information, by more than one period. The options for each category are given below.

A separator is a character which is not part of a name and serves (alone or in a group) in the language to separate one name from another. The user may specify separators as being:
- **Alphabetic**—If specified, all alphabetic characters are separators.
- **Numeric**—If specified, all numeric characters are separators.
- **Specials**—If specified, all non-alphanumeric, non-blank characters are separators.
- **Blanks**—If specified, blanks are separators.
- **Except**—If specified, the characters in the list which follows are not to be treated as separators.
- **Columns**—If specified, the numbers in the list which follows are card columns which are to serve as separators.

Certain areas of source text may be ignored, either by specifying card columns to be ignored, criteria for ignoring an entire card, or a character string, after which the remainder of a card may be ignored. The user may specify ignorable areas as being:
- **Columns**—If specified, the list of card columns or card column pairs which follows constitutes a set of fields to be ignored.
- **Cards**—If specified, cards containing any item in the list which follows are completely

**IN the software spectrum employed by Univac's commercial and institutional customers, there are powerful new challenges for systems programmers and analysts—particularly those with experience in data processing, management systems, financial and other business analysis. These positions are open, varied and rewarding. Univac has unlimited opportunity for a full professional life among fellow professionals.**

**OUT in the far reaches of theoretical, even visionary, software, Univac welcomes programmers to pioneer the R & D preceding tomorrow's applications.**

The location: Univac world headquarters in Blue Bell, Pa., in the choice rural suburbs of Philadelphia. Benefits are liberal. Please write, including resume and salary requirements, to: L. G. Holliday, Manager of Employment, Dept. E-106.
Time-Sharing

is today's
foremost opportunity.

General Electric

wants you to make
the most of it!

CAREERS IN:

• PROGRAMMING/SYSTEMS DESIGN
• CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS
• SALES

The time-sharing industry is growing today at the rate of 75 per cent per year. General Electric Time-Sharing is growing even faster!

In more than 40 metropolitan areas across the country, GE Time-Sharing is already a fact. And this is only the beginning. You can still get in on the ground floor and take advantage of the unparalleled career opportunity represented by our current openings for:

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGNERS/PROGRAMMERS
BS in engineering, mathematics, or physics and at least 2 years in scientific software design. Positions are in suburban Washington, D.C.

CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS SPECIALISTS
Minimum of 2 years in FORTRAN, machine or assembly language on large-scale computers; degree preferred. Positions available nationwide.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Should have a degree and 2 or more years of sales (preferably technical), programming, or related experience. Positions available nationwide.

Get the Facts...Call Us Collect

For the full story about GE Time-Sharing careers, please call Mr. J. J. Guisti collect at (301) OL 4-9360, or send your resume to J. J. Guisti at General Electric Co., Information Service Dept., Room 302, 7735 Old Georgetown Road, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. If you write, be sure to include your home telephone number.

INFORMATION SERVICE DEPARTMENT

GENERAL ELECTRIC

An equal opportunity employer M&F
new products

"Alltax" software package which calculates all payroll withholding taxes using one standard formula and a set of tables for federal, state and city taxes is now available in basic cobol for all compilers from Management Information Service. "Alltax" is said to reduce memory requirements and program maintenance when withholding formulas change. Package is completely documented.

For more information circle No. 80 on the Reader Service Card

Alphanumeric, Incorporated, has opened a service center in Lake Success, N.Y. where graphic arts quality type is being produced from computer output tapes. Utilizing its own high-speed equipment, Alphanumeric can set type at speeds ranging up to 6,000 characters per second from output tapes generated on customer computers.

For computer users with a need for multi-copy reproduction of output data, this service offers the communications effectiveness of graphic type faces combined with the speed and accuracy of the computer. To use the Alphanumeric TAPE-TO-TYPE service, a customer prepares his output tape in a manner similar to that which he uses to prepare a tape for standard tape-to-print use. A variety of type styles and sizes can be used to create desired page formats.

For more information circle No. 79 on the Reader Service Card

A solid state two-way device, TELEPATH Code Translator, is now being marketed by Oneida Electronics, Inc. This new device when used with an IBM 024/026/029 Card Punch translates incompatible machine codes such as punched tape and tab cards, and is designed for both on line or off line operation and with or without any teletypewriter station.

Data in tab card form can be either transmitted or created through the TELEPATH translator, connecting a Company's main office with its branch offices.

The TELEPATH translator can be used on line with a computer and thus allows the complete integration of a distant office into any EDP System. The new unit offers programability and flexibility to meet customer requirements. It is also compatible with EIA standards and accommodates Bell System Data sets.

The translator can be used with any model TELETYPewriter for putting Card Punch data on line along with providing page copy or tape as by products of the transmission.

For more information, circle No. 78 on the Reader Service Card

The primary function of four new Preset Controllers models by Hewlett-Packard is to count electrical events, and to issue signals and give visual indication when the count or count rate reaches preset limits. The instruments were designed for both digital control and measurement—counting, batching, precise control of weight, liquid level, length, frequency, rate, time interval, and many other quantities.

All instruments have 3 modes of operation—the manual, hold and recycle modes.

The four members are model 5331A, 5331B, 5332A and 5332B.

For more information, circle No. 77 on the Reader Service Card

programmers

Nationwide

With the installation and implementation of our unique National Marketing Analysis System (NMAS), Input, Inc. is now able to bring the nation's complex and ever changing computer community into remarkable focus. Through the mass of exclusive information available to us through NMAS and by employing an innovative "search and solve" technique, our staff of trained consultants can look in on the myriad complexities of your specific career requirements with an accuracy unparalleled in the field.

Fields covered include digital hardware design, systems analysis and programming of software, management information systems, and a variety of sophisticated scientific and commercial applications. We welcome your inquiries. Contact Mr. Lincoln Seave or Mr. William Calne at 202/298-7510 for additional information or submit resume in confidence. Client companies assume all fees.

input, inc.

815 connecticut avenue, n.w.

washington, d.c. 20006

suite 1200

EDP

- Programmers

- Analysts

- D. P. Management

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR FEE

KENT MURPHY

12 Geary street, san francisco, Calif.

phone: 982-0840

nationally data processing opportunities
MAGNETIC SYMBOLS
Reduce Work and Speed Operations for
• SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
• PROGRAMMERS
• METHODS SPECIALISTS
MINUTEMAN Magnetic Symbols provide fast, simple and highly visual means of handling PERT, flowcharts, diagramming and scheduling problems.
Made of sturdy Vinyl "write-on" plastic, in colors. Symbols are easily marked with grease pencil and wiped off. Last indefinitely. The ultimate in convenience, efficiency and economy.
Write for FREE catalog on the most modern and flexible visual programming and scheduling systems.

MAGNETIC AIDS, INC.
11 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y.

For more information, circle No. 8 on the Reader Service Card

PERT-PROGRAMMING

PERMAtrack is a new VISIrecord Inc. process which provides superior durability to edge-punched cards.
PERMAtrack can be applied to both continuous and unit edge-punched cards. The process reduces time consuming card regeneration and avoids costly input errors due to misreading of cards with wear-damaged feedtracks. Only the feedtrack is treated. There is no added wear on machine punches.

For more information, circle No. 76 on the Reader Service Card

Equipment and supplies for a method of binding new to the United States, particularly useful on continuous form reports produced on data processing equipment, are now available nationally from Cummins-Chicago Corp.
According to Cummins, the new binding method, called Planax, allows edge-to-edge visibility on bound sheets. This permits programming the printer of a computer to print so much closer to the fold of continuous report forms that form consumption is said to be reduced by over 10%. No bursting or punching of the forms is necessary.

For more information, circle No. 75 on the Reader Service Card

Mastech, Inc., has developed a comprehensive low cost accounts receivable package designed for any IBM System/360.

For more information, circle No. 73 on the Reader Service Card

With this utility program, by Softpak, Inc., each tape character of a record can be printed as upper case, lower case, hexadecimal value, and underscored characters at the user's discretion. Therefore, a tape produced on any computer can be reprinted quickly and easily in 360, BCD, EBCDIC, or hexadecimal notations according to the manufacturer. The tape print utility allows fixed length blocked, unblocked or variable length records.

A new IBM-compatible computer tape features an improved binder formula and has been placed on the market by Ampex Corporation.
Coupled with the exclusive Ferro-sheen surface finishing process, 870 Series computer tape provides a smooth surface and...
long periods before tape failures, according to the manufacturer.

The polyester base tape, which meets all of the newest IBM specifications, is available in the following configurations, as well as configurations for other IBM-compatible systems: 671 tape records 556 characters per inch (CPI) on a 7-track format, 872 records 800 CPI on 7-track, 873 records 800 CPI on complete area tested tape (CATT), and 874 records 1600 CPI/3200 flux changes per inch (FCI) on CATT.

Ampex guarantees 870 Series tape to be 100 percent free from original permanent errors.

For more information, circle No. 72
on the Reader Service Card

Tymshare, Inc. has announced a second-generation version of the Beginner's Algebra Symbolic Interpretive Compiler (BASIC), called SUPER BASIC, now available for subscribers to the firm's time-sharing computer services.

BASIC is a user-oriented language comprised of English and simple algebra. With the more versatile SUPER BASIC, program size has been tripled to accommodate over 900 individual program statements. The programmer can also tackle logical and relational operators, along with conditional and iterative modifiers, onto the end of any program statement and chain together virtually unlimited instructions as part of any given computer step. Users may sort, merge, and manipulate from up to three files concurrently. As an alternative to "fast-dump" output, the programmer may now elect picture-frame formats to structure reports under headings and sub-heads, with indented margins.

SUPER BASIC also offers extended arithmetic capability, complete built-in editing features, the use of complex arithmetic, and a larger command repertoire.

For more information, circle No. 71
on the Reader Service Card

The General Design, Inc., card readers have been designed to provide high-performance, low cost data card readers that will accurately process even the damaged data cards commonly encountered in the data processing and communication industries. It was first shown at the 1968 spring joint computer conference.

The key to this capability is the vacuum pick finger used by CDI to separate a single card from the input desk. This picking technique permits elimination of the sharp, restrictive throat edges which tend to further mutilate cards.

The factory adjustment of the card track is nominally set at 4 to 6 card thickness and may actually be set at twice that.

This card handling capability is coupled with a read station that is automatically cooled and cleaned, a positively controlled card track, and a stacker that smoothly drives each card to rest.

For more information, circle No. 70
on the Reader Service Card

The cognitronics Corp., desk-top optical scanner occupies less space than an office copying machine. Documents are inserted manually, and the copy which is scanned line by line is fed by ordinary telephone lines to a recognition unit at Cognitronics' information service center. Since this scanner is located on the user's premises, original documents never have to leave the client. A single unit is said to be able to scan with 100% accuracy and convert to computer language the equivalent amount of work done by 12 key punch operators.

For more information, circle No. 69
on the Reader Service Card

EDP-SYSTEMS
WE SPECIALIZE IN CAREER CORRECTION
ARE YOU "UNDERED"?
UNDER... PAID or UNDER THE WRONG BOSS... UNDER THE WRONG CLIMATE or UNDER PROMOTED
UNDER UTILIZED or UNDER THE WRONG HOURS... UNDER THE WRONG POLICIES... or just "UNDERED"?
FOR "COVERING"... CALL WA 3-2640

LAWRENCE PERSONNEL
1015 Chestnut, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
FEE PAID BY CLIENT COMPANIES • NO CONTRACTS • ALWAYS CONFIDENTIAL

JULY, 1968
You don't change a company the scope of Montgomery Ward with timid measures. You do it with a totally unique programming effort geared to serve a total management information system from 8 different areas simultaneously!

You do it with a battery of IBM 360/50's, 40's, 30's. With hardware that comprises one of the largest commercial 3rd generation installations in the nation!

Most of all, you do it with people. Young, restless, skilled people ... including programmers and systems analysts with COBOL or BAL experience who recognize the potential in helping re-structure an entire system.

If you're a person who wants to get things done, there's no better place to turn your energies loose than right here. At the changing Montgomery Ward. Contact: M. K. Fenwick, Personnel Representative, Corporate Systems Division.

What's a merchandiser like Montgomery Ward doing with a computer complex like this?

Expanding

MONTGOMERY WARD
6th Floor, Data Center/140 S. State Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL WRITERS
(Continued from page 20)

are also asked to verify technical content of documentation.

Both the programmer and the technical writer must be alert to detect ambiguities, vague references, and indefinite statements. Cooperative effort may be required to clarify ideas such as those presented in the statement which appears at the beginning of this article.

Style, organization, and methods of presentation are the prerogative of the technical writer. Optimally, a project editor has also been assigned, is knowledgable of the subject, and conducts an editorial review of the manuscript. Grammatical accuracy, correct use of terminology, and adherence to accepted company policies are vital characteristics of all documentation. Jingoism and excessive use of words or phrases which purportedly are accepted but generally are not defined throughout the industry detracts from rather than enhances the quality of software bulletins and manuals.

Finally, the manuscript is forwarded to production for typing, illustrating, and printing. Efficient, coordinated distribution procedures are mandatory.

When the documented software is marketed, potential users can and do evaluate its capabilities and ease of application on the basis of information presented in supporting announcements, bulletins, and manuals. Indeed, documentation must be viewed as part of the total product just as certainly as procedures necessary to provide the documentation must be viewed as part of the total effort. Users require equipment (hardware), programs (software), and documentation in order to accomplish the tasks which they wish to perform.
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